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PART 1: THREE PATTERNS FOR INTEGRATING WEBCENTER SITES WITH 

ORACLE COMMERCE  

Background 
In early 2014, WebCenter Sites Engineering produced an internal-only demo POC demonstrating a basic 

WebCenter Sites + Endeca Guided Search integration for the A-Team to review. Also in early 2014, 

Oracle Commerce Engineering independently delivered a productized WebCenter Sites + Oracle 

Commerce integration that ships with the Commerce product. The A-Team has analyzed both solutions 

and found that additional features and functionality were desirable for some clients. This paper suggests 

enhanced and more complete patterns to address the four use cases for integrating WebCenter Sites 

and Oracle Commerce as outlined below. 

Introduction 
The following white paper discusses three related, but totally separate integration patterns between 

WebCenter Sites and Oracle Commerce (or alternatively Oracle Commerce Guided Search). Some 

installations might elect to implement only one of these patterns. Others may elect to implement two or 

perhaps all three – much will depend upon the requirements being addressed. It is important to 

understand that these patterns are independent of each other since each addresses a different use case. 

Further, the specific implementation/deployment details for each will be different as well. As such, this 

white paper does not attempt to suggest a single, all-encompassing solution that covers all use cases but 

rather identifies the three primary use cases and provides a technical discussion around each. Again we 

emphasize that the solutions described herein are independent of each other and have no dependencies 

on each other. 

Additionally, the second half of this white paper is devoted to the technical issues that need to be dealt 

with when deploying these patterns in a side-by-side manner. By side-by-side, we mean that each 

application stack is installed independently in its own environment with no dependencies between the 

stacks. Further, each application is responsible for rendering its own webpages (typically, WebCenter 

Sites is responsible for marketing webpages while Oracle Commerce is responsible for commerce 

webpages). 

This separation of applications is to ensure that each stack is fully supported, with a primary goal that 

future upgrades will be deployable without significant issues. Implied in this is that the side-by-side 

solution presented here is implicitly extensible. Additional applications (such as WebCenter Portal, 

Eloqua, or other applications making up elements of the customer journey) can be added to the mix, 

leveraging one or more of these patterns. Of particular note, it is not the intent of this paper to suggest 

a formal “mashup” between WebCenter Sites Web Experience Management [WEM] features and Oracle 

Commerce Experience Manager [XM] features. 

The four use cases are: 

1. WebCenter Sites as a backend Content Management System service to Commerce, with 

Commerce rendering 100% of the visitor webpages. There are no WebCenter Sites-rendered 

webpages covered by this pattern. 
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2. Oracle Commerce (Endeca) as a backend Guided Search service to WebCenter Sites visitor 

webpages, with WebCenter Sites rendering 100% of the visitor webpages, whereby Sites visitors 

can navigate Sites-authored content using faceted navigation. There are no Oracle Commerce-

rendered webpages covered by this pattern. 

3. Oracle Commerce (Endeca) as a backend Guided Search service to the WCS Contributor GUI, 

allowing editors to find (and organize) their content using guided search “facets” instead of just 

plain search.  

4. Side-by-side deployment of multiple patterns (see Part 2, discussed below) 

Target Audience 
This white paper is aimed primarily at developers and solution architects. It is important to recognize 

that implementing any of these patterns described herein will require two teams of experts:  

 A seasoned WebCenter Sites team 

 A seasoned Oracle Commerce team with deep Endeca experience 

Note: we rarely encounter a single individual who has all the skills necessary to implement this reliably, 

so the expectation for staffing two different teams needs to be set from the onset. 

Terms 

WRA Web Referenceable Asset  -- A WebCenter Sites managed content asset that 

has a Pretty URL or, even better, a URL that is controlled by a business user. 

A URL that generally takes the form of a link which, if followed, generally 

renders an entire webpage (or downloads a document) 

RT Real Time Publishing  -- a core feature of WebCenter Sites which allows 

frequent and ad-hoc near real time publishing of content (with dependency 

calculations) out to the delivery tier without the need for staging 

WCS WebCenter Sites 

Engage WebCenter Sites segment-based recommendation engine 

OC Oracle Commerce 

XM Oracle Commerce Experience Manager 

CMS Content Management System (e.g. WebCenter Sites) 

BCC Oracle Commerce Business Control Center 

CIM Oracle Commerce Installation Manager 

CRS Oracle Commerce Commerce Reference Store 

WEM WebCenter Sites Web Experience Management 
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OOTB Out of the box 

Side-by-Side Two or more applications, each running separately on their own stack or 

JVM, each responsible for rendering its own pages. Any integration is 

behind-the-scenes and generally of a service nature. 

MDEX Short for Oracle Endeca MDEX Engine, a high performance indexing and 

query engine 

CAS Oracle Commerce Content Acquisition System 

 

Reference Materials 
We highly recommend familiarizing yourself with the following documents prior to reading this 

document, as doing so will greatly assist in the understanding of the concepts discussed herein. 

 Oracle Commerce-WebCenter Sites Data Integration White Paper (Doc ID 1623776 1) 

 Installing WebCenter Sites 11g, v1.0.1 (to be published in the near future on the A-Team 
Chronicles blog. See http://www.ateam-oracle.com/links-to-various-webcenter-sites-oracle-
commerce-integration-side-by-side-documents) 

 Configuring Webcenter Sites To Export Assets as XML, v1.0.1 (to be published in the near 
future on the A-Team Chronicles blog. See http://www.ateam-oracle.com/links-to-various-
webcenter-sites-oracle-commerce-integration-side-by-side-documents ) 

 Oracle WebCenter Sites / Oracle Endeca, Product Integration, Version 1.0 (PDF) (to be 
published in the near future on the A-Team Chronicles blog. See http://www.ateam-
oracle.com/links-to-various-webcenter-sites-oracle-commerce-integration-side-by-side-
documents) 

 Deployment Template Module for Product Catalog Integration Usage Guide – 
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E35827_01/ToolsAndFrameworks.310/pdf/ProductCatalogDTGuide.
pdf 

 Endeca Presentation API for Java Reference and related Presentation API documentation at 
http://docs.oracle.com/ 

 Oracle Commerce Compatibility Matrix: 
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E51272_02/Common.110/pdf/OracleEndecaCommerceCompatibility
.pdf  

 WebCenter Sites Compatibility Matrix: 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/webcenter/sites/owcs-11gr1-11-1-1-8-0-
certmatrix-1990142.xls  

 Integrating WCS with backend REST services: 
http://www.ateam-oracle.com/integrating-back-end-services-with-webcenter-sites-using-a-
lightweight-mvc-framework/  

 

http://www.ateam-oracle.com/links-to-various-webcenter-sites-oracle-commerce-integration-side-by-side-documents
http://www.ateam-oracle.com/links-to-various-webcenter-sites-oracle-commerce-integration-side-by-side-documents
http://www.ateam-oracle.com/links-to-various-webcenter-sites-oracle-commerce-integration-side-by-side-documents
http://www.ateam-oracle.com/links-to-various-webcenter-sites-oracle-commerce-integration-side-by-side-documents
http://www.ateam-oracle.com/links-to-various-webcenter-sites-oracle-commerce-integration-side-by-side-documents
http://www.ateam-oracle.com/links-to-various-webcenter-sites-oracle-commerce-integration-side-by-side-documents
http://www.ateam-oracle.com/links-to-various-webcenter-sites-oracle-commerce-integration-side-by-side-documents
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E35827_01/ToolsAndFrameworks.310/pdf/ProductCatalogDTGuide.pdf
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E35827_01/ToolsAndFrameworks.310/pdf/ProductCatalogDTGuide.pdf
http://docs.oracle.com/
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E51272_02/Common.110/pdf/OracleEndecaCommerceCompatibility.pdf
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E51272_02/Common.110/pdf/OracleEndecaCommerceCompatibility.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/webcenter/sites/owcs-11gr1-11-1-1-8-0-certmatrix-1990142.xls
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/webcenter/sites/owcs-11gr1-11-1-1-8-0-certmatrix-1990142.xls
http://www.ateam-oracle.com/integrating-back-end-services-with-webcenter-sites-using-a-lightweight-mvc-framework/
http://www.ateam-oracle.com/integrating-back-end-services-with-webcenter-sites-using-a-lightweight-mvc-framework/
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Requirements/Assumptions 

The core software requirements/assumptions for WebCenter Sites are: 

 WebCenter Sites 11.1.1.8 

 Weblogic Server 10.3.6g* (WLS 12c is not yet supported by Sites) 

 Oracle 11g database* 

The core software requirements/assumptions for Oracle Commerce Guided Search (or alternatively, the 

full Oracle Commerce if that what the client has licensed) are: 

 Oracle Commerce Guided Search 11.1 (or alternatively, the full Oracle Commerce v11.1) 

 Weblogic Server 12c* 

 Oracle 12g database* 

Other common software requirements/assumptions: 

 Oracle Coherence 12c* 

 Separate domains or subdomains (or alternately, separate “webroots”) for the two 
applications 

 Enterprise load balancer (such as Foundry’s F5 Big-IP or any of Cisco’s IO-based routers) 

 

* Note: for specific supported versions please consult the latest certification matrix for both products, 

both of which are available from either support.oracle.com or docs.oracle.com (see above links) 

Other assumptions: 

We assume that architects, developers, and decision makers reading this paper are already intimately 

familiar with both products. As such, details as to common practices, “best practices”, installation, 

deployment architectures, disaster recovery, coding methodologies, etc. are not covered here. 
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Pattern 1: WebCenter Sites as a CMS for Oracle Commerce webpages 

Primary Use Case: 

Being able use a full-featured CMS to create and manage rich and complex asset-relationships (as well as 

ad-hoc relationships), but then hiding that complexity and only exposing a simplified, “aggregated” view 

of content as a service to alternate rendering frameworks such as Oracle Commerce, WebCenter Portal, 

and others. Variants of the aggregated content may be supplied to fit differing needs, for content 

personalization, device-specific content, locale and language differences, etc. 

The OOTB Oracle Commerce and WebCenter Sites integration solution as delivered with Oracle 

Commerce v11.0 depends entirely on WebCenter Sites’s XML Export mechanism, which by design 

cannot aggregate even simple things like an embedded asset within a CKedit attribute. This kind of 

content aggregation is a key feature of WebCenter Sites and is highly valued (and universally used) by 

WCS clients. More importantly, embedding such aggregated assets into one rendered composite raises 

the issue of update dependency. The classic case of an embedded image within the body of an article 

should suffice; an update to the image would not notify the system of a change to the article’s 

aggregated HTML. The solution described herein resolves these two issues. 

Why The Need to Render Multiple Versions of Each Asset? 
 A key feature of WebCenter Sites is the ability to manage a single reusable asset (and its related assets) 

that is rendered uniquely for different parts of the website or for different visitors. Typical examples 

include content that is slightly different for different devices, or content that is different per locale, or 

more mundanely, content that differs for usage on different webpages within the same site (e.g. 

summary of an Event vs. detail of an Event). More importantly, by leveraging a renderer we solve the 

problem of aggregation. Dependent assets can be added to the output via the renderer. As such, we can 

hide asset model complexities from Commerce. What it gets instead is pure “content”, regardless of 

how it was modeled. This allows the CMS owners to make content model changes in the future without 

needing to make any changes on the Commerce side. 

While there is no requirement for creating multiple renderings, there must be at a very minimum at 

least one rendering. This is because each rendering is evaluated to record dependencies in a reverse 

lookup index such that future incremental updates to the dependent assets can cause the appropriate 

rendered version to be re-evaluated and re-injected into the MDEX. We believe that seasoned 

WebCenter Sites developers will quickly grasp the benefit here and take advantage of this feature. 

What ultimately should get injected into Oracle Commerce (Endeca) for 

Pattern 1? 
For each rendering, the following data will ultimately need to be stored in the CAS Record Store, where 

it will be indexed into the MDEX search engine and may also be injected into an ATG repository so that it 

may be used in targeting rules and in the body of promotional offers: 

 the dimensions used for targeting, searching, boost and bury, etc., 

 the rendering dimension(s) -- i.e. template name + arguments (which may or may not be used 

for targeting, searching, boost and bury, etc.), and 
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 the rendered/aggregated content as provided by the renderer mechanism. 

Diagram: CommerceExport DeliveryType for Pattern 1 
The enhancement of the Commerce Engineering WebCenter Sites and Oracle Commerce integration 

delivered in Oracle Commerce v11.0 is shown in the diagram below. The ExportXML publish mechanism 

is not used here, but instead a custom export destination derived from ExportXML has been 

implemented. We suggest the continued use of the Oracle Commerce v11.0 CAS Update mechanism 

(which is hardwired to expect XML files) initially be leveraged to reduce project risk, with the 

understanding that a dynamic JSON-based solution could also be supported once all of the bits and 

pieces have been validated. 

Inverted 

Index

CommerceExport DeliveryType (for Pattern 1)

Publisher
2

Indexer
3

Exporter
4

Renderer

(Java)

5

Asset Data

CAS Updater

(Initial POC will be to use the OOTB 

Commerce integration – see their 

documentation as to how to admin, install, 

and extend support for additional assettypes)

XML

file

PubKeyTable

Approver

1
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CAS Record Store API

Create/Update 

XML files
7

HTML 

snippets

HTML 

snippets

HTML 

snippets

HTML 
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HTML 
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HTML 

snippets

HTML 

snippets

HTML 
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renditions

MDEX
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Record Store 
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+ DR

XM 

Staging

Note: each approved asset is 

rendered N times (by calling an 

appropriately parameterized 

Template) depending on the # of 

available aggregate renderers 

appropriate for that asset for use by 

Endeca. E.G. “summary”, “detail”, 

etc.

6

 

Diagram Legend: 

1. Custom CommerceExport Publish Destination records approvals to PubKey table, just like any 

other publish destination 

2. Publisher method reads the list of assets from the PubKey table 

3. Indexer method iterates over the list of assets 

4. Exporter method calls Renderer 

5. Renderer method converts assets to “renderable” (generally HTML) versions (e.g. rendered 

versions per segment, per locale, or per device are typical examples) 
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6. Renderer records dependencies in a reverse index (we have used Lucene initially, but alternate 

mechanisms could be used to record the dependencies, such as a database table) 

7. Exporter method exports published assets combined with their rendered data – one record per 

rendering. Initially this would be done as XML but could be extended as JSON or any other 

mechanism. 

8. Initially we suggest using the OOTB Oracle Commerce integration CAS Updater (which is 

hardwired to expect XML files).  

Note: sample code for the above CommerceExport mechanism will be available from the A-Team 

Chronicles as cited earlier in the Reference Materials section of this document. The CAS Updater 

component, being part of the Oracle Commerce v11.0 product, needs to be installed and configured 

following the pertinent Oracle Commerce installation instructions.  

Not shown in the above diagram is how the integration works on the rendering (i.e. visitor) side. The 

following diagram identifies that all webpage rendering in this pattern is done via “normal” 

Commerce/XM templates. However, given that there are “renderers” on the Sites side as required by 

Pattern 1 (used primarily for aggregating content) the expectation must be set that “some” HTML will 

originate on Sites in this model. The definition of “some” is entirely left to the developer. 

Record 

Store 1

MDEX 1 ATG data

(repository)

ATG-

rendered 

Page

http://store_staging.xyz.com/* page requests

Cartridge Requests

A
T

G
 A

P
I
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h
tt
p
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Record Store API

BCC

Queue table

CA Workflows

BCC
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JVM
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Sites DB
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Pattern 2: Oracle Commerce Guided Search & Global Search as a backend 

service for WebCenter Sites webpages 

Primary Use Case: 

For WebCenter Sites-rendered websites that have a large amount of content, it is highly desirable to 

provide visitors a proven “faceted search” ability that lets them quickly find what they are looking for. 

Rather than create a bespoke solution, a straightforward integration with Oracle Commerce Guided 

Search (or the Oracle Commerce product, including Experience Manager) enables this much-desired 

functionality for WebCenter Sites-rendered websites. 

Visitors to WebCenter Sites-rendered websites with large amounts of searchable content can benefit 

from guided search. This is a mature, proven technique to assist visitors to “find the needle in the 

haystack”. While one could build a bespoke guided search solution using WebCenter Sites, it would take 

a significant investment (since guided search is not OOTB). Further, it would still not provide all the 

robust business functionality that Oracle Commerce Guided Search delivers by default. Additionally, 

clients that need guided search also generally require global search using the same indexed data. Since 

WebCenter Sites is asset-based, not page-based, solving this sticky last point is a key deliverable 

resolved by this solution. With this pattern, we use Oracle Commerce Guided Search as a service to 

provide a guided search JSON payload of WebCenter Sites-authored content to be rendered on a 

WebCenter Sites webpage. The optional ability to use Experience Manager (assuming the full Oracle 

Commerce is installed in addition to Guided Search) to control boost and bury based on visitor behaviors 

or segments is anticipated and facilitated under this pattern. 

Why The Need to Render Multiple Versions? 
A key feature of WebCenter Sites is the ability to be able to manage a single reusable asset (and its 

relationships) that is dynamically rendered uniquely for different parts of the website or for different 

visitors. Typical examples include content that is slightly different per visitor segment, content that is 

slightly different for different devices, content that is different per locale, or more mundanely, content 

that differs for usage on different webpages within the same site (e.g. summary of an asset vs. detail of 

an asset). As most behaviors in Endeca can be dynamically driven (e.g. boost on visitor segment), we 

would want to inject these different rendered versions of the same asset into Endeca and also flag them 

as to which rendering was used as a dimension. Each rendered version would ultimately become a 

separate record in the MDEX. Thus a managed asset in WebCenter Sites that has dynamic rendering 

behaviors not captured on its URL would be exported to Endeca “n” ways, with the expectation that the 

query to the MDEX search engine and returned results would include such variations in order to provide 

an optimal experience for the visitor as they drill down the Guided Search facets in WebCenter Sites.  

For example, imagine that we have a WebCenter Sites webpage named “www.mysite.com/helloworld”. 

Additionally, imagine that WCS has a lightweight dynamic wrapper or servlet filter before this webpage 

request that determines what segment the visitor belongs to prior to rendering the response. Finally, 

imagine that there are a half-dozen segments in total. Thus, for this single URL there might be a half-

dozen renderings (more if there were additional dynamic behaviors that, when taken together, would 

permute). If we want these variants indexed separately in Endeca then WebCenter Sites will need to 

render all six versions of this asset and inject them into the Endeca CAS Record Store, flagging each with 
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the appropriate segment dimension. For example, when doing a global search, Endeca could filter out 

those assets that are not appropriate for the current visitor segment, thus increasing the relevancy of 

the search. The same might also apply to guided search wherein the Endeca MDEX query processing 

boosts assets based on segment (or locale, device, or whatever other dynamic behaviors are appropriate 

for the web site being managed).  

Given that the control of what versions get rendered is highly client-specific, the JAVA renderer(s) called 

by the exporter as shown in the diagram will need to be customized for each project. This renderer will 

need to have client-specific logic that determines how many versions of the current asset need to be 

rendered and what arguments to pass to them. The renderer then simply calls the appropriate 

WebCenter Sites Template with the appropriate arguments and stores the output on the file system. It 

must be pointed out that these Templates as parameterized must output “Endeca-friendly” HTML. 

Specifically, there should be no rendering of header, footer, navigation, breadcrumb, etc. that would 

water-down the overall relevancy of the webpage when searched. 

While there is no requirement for creating multiple renderings, there must be at a very minimum at 

least one rendering, such that global search has something to index and search against. More 

importantly, each rendering is evaluated to record dependencies in a reverse index such that future 

incremental updates to the dependent assets can cause the appropriate rendered version to be re-

evaluated and re-injected into the MDEX. We believe that seasoned WebCenter Sites developers will 

quickly grasp the benefit here and take advantage of this feature. 

In the end, for Pattern 2 it comes down to the following: 

 If a WebCenter Sites-rendered webpage (URL) only has a single rendering for all visitors (i.e. it is 

static), then only a single record needs to be injected into the MDEX 

 If a WebCenter Sites-rendered webpage (URL) has many different renderings for different 

visitors (i.e. it is dynamic), then you will likely need to inject multiple rendered versions of the 

webpage into the MDEX and include with each a dimension value (an identifying marker) that 

Endeca MDEX query processing can use to constrain against. The simplest example is if some 

content changes based on segment (e.g. Gold, Silver, Platinum versions of a video) then Sites 

will need to export Gold, Silver, and Platinum dimensioned content to the Record Store. 

What ultimately should get injected into Oracle Commerce (Endeca) for 

Pattern 2? 
For each rendering, the following data will need to be stored in the MDEX: 

 The dimensions needed for guided search 

 the URL that links to the WebCenter Sites page 

 the rendering dimension(s) -- i.e. template name + arguments (which may or may not be used 

for guided search) 

 and the searchable, Endeca-friendly content as provided by the renderer mechanism 
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Parallels to Commerce SpacesCX Omni-Channel Demo 
This pattern makes use of the Endeca Assembler as a service in a remote fashion from WebCenter Sites 

(via a RESTful service call). Basically, a WebCenter Sites Guided Search Template will use the Assembler 

API to return a JSON payload.  That payload then gets parsed and rendered on the WCS-rendered 

Guided Search webpage(s). This pattern is analogous to Spaces CX, The Oracle Commerce Omni-

Channel, Integrated Vision Demo* that shows iOS applets calling Experience Manager managed request 

handlers as a service. Specifically, the Assembler is accessed remotely, returning a JSON payload that 

then needs to be parsed and rendered by a WebCenter Sites Template.  

* see:  

 http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/accessibility/templates/t2-3489.html and also  

 https://support.oracle.com/epmos/main/downloadattachmentprocessor?attachid=1490534.1%

3ACRS_INA_WHITEPAPER&docType=WHITE%20PAPER&action=download  

Notes:  

1. Sites Templates call the Endeca Assembler remotely, requiring parsing of the JSON response 

2. Record Store API is called by Event Listeners via HTTP/SOAP 

Diagram: CommerceExport Listener for Pattern 2 
The enhancement for the WebCenter Sites supplied demo, Sites and Endeca integration, is shown in the 

diagram below. We again suggest the use of the Oracle Commerce v11.0 CAS Update mechanism (which 

is hardwired to expect XML files) initially be leveraged to reduce project risk, with the understanding 

that a dynamic JSON-based solution could also be supported once all the bits and pieces have been 

validated. As shown in the diagram, the Endeca-friendly HTML renderings (shown in green) refer to any 

dynamic, stateful behaviors. These may include locale-specific pages, segment-specific pages, device-

specific pages, or any other variants deemed to be necessary. 

http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/accessibility/templates/t2-3489.html
https://support.oracle.com/epmos/main/downloadattachmentprocessor?attachid=1490534.1%3ACRS_INA_WHITEPAPER&docType=WHITE%20PAPER&action=download
https://support.oracle.com/epmos/main/downloadattachmentprocessor?attachid=1490534.1%3ACRS_INA_WHITEPAPER&docType=WHITE%20PAPER&action=download
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designed to be “Endeca Friendly” in 

that they don’t render global stuff like 
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Diagram Legend: 

1. Standard OOTB RealTime publish mechanism 

2. Custom Publish Event listener records published assets into an Endeca_Q table 

3. Indexer method iterates over the list of published assets 

4. Exporter method calls Renderer 

5. Renderer method converts published assets to “rendered” (HTML) versions that are “Endeca-

friendly” – i.e. rendered without global header, footer, navigation, breadcrumbs. These 

optimized renderings represent whole webpages, each with its own URL. Dynamic versions need 

to be evaluated for the combination of dynamic behaviors per URL (e.g. per locale, segment, 

device, etc.) 

6. Renderer records dependencies in a reverse index. This reverse index is used to assist with 

answering the question: “What webpages were affected based on the last publish?” 

7. Exporter method exports published assets dimensions combined with their rendered or 

aggregated data. Initially this is done as XML but could be emitted as JSON or any other format. 

8. Initially we suggest using the OOTB Oracle Commerce v11.0 WebCenter Sites integration CAS 

Updater (which is hardwired to expect XML files).  

9. The Endeca incremental update shell script is called over SSH to update upon completion of CAS 

Record Store Update. Note that the Record Store is located in the XM Staging area, not on the 

WebCenter Sites delivery site. 

Not shown in the above diagram is how the integration works on the rendering (i.e. visitor) side. The 

following diagram identifies that a Sites Template calls the Oracle Commerce (Endeca) Assembler 
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remotely over HTTP. The Assembler in turn returns a JSON payload, which is ingested by the Sites 

Template and ultimately converted into Expression Language variables to render to the visitor. This 

requires an Endeca “page” created in either Guided Search or alternatively XM that defines all the 

cartridges for that page. Given that there is no rendering done by XM, there is no need for cartridge 

renderers nor any concept of XM page layout in this pattern. Again, the pattern here is that the Sites 

Template is merely rendering Sites-authored content that has been indexed in the MDEX. Depending on 

whether the client has the full XM or just the Guided Search version of Commerce it is even possible to 

leverage boost and bury on Sites indexed content.  
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Pattern 3: Endeca Guided Search as a backend service for WebCenter 

Sites Contribution GUI 
Primary Use Case:  

For some clients (particularly those with a really large number of managed assets), it will be highly 

desirable to have a “faceted search” feature within the WebCenter Sites contributor interface. This will 

allow editors to find and organize assets based on clickable “facets/dimensions”, instead of only being 

able to use a fixed flex family hierarchy (or alternatively, Lucene global search). The benefit is the same 

for editors as it is for visitors, to more quickly find what they are looking for. 
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We assume that most clients who decide to implement Pattern 3 (which only applies to the editorial 

contributors) will also have likely implemented Pattern 2, but there is no requirement to do so. The 

reason is simple: it will be beneficial for editors to be able to visualize the organization of their content 

in a similar way as that presented to visitors.  

The key deliverable in this Pattern would be the presentation in the WebCenter Sites editorial GUI of a 

clickable faceted hierarchy of content that is derived from an asset’s attributes (inherited or calculated 

or otherwise) rather than from any exposing underlying “model” (e.g. rendering a fixed set of flex 

parents). More to the point: this guided search behavior would be configurable via a custom cartridge to 

evolve over time. In fact, the potential for “boost and bury” on any attribute/dimension of the content 

(or editor’s user attributes for that matter) is possible, leading to desirable behaviors such as:  

 boosting the faceted content on a per-project basis,  

 or on a per-editor basis,  

 or per-role basis,  

 or by date,  

 or whatever dimension controls available to the underlying cartridge that would be backing the 

WebCenter Sites GUI. 

We should point out that this pattern is very similar to what {{WebCenter Sites Engineering did in an 

un-published WebCenter Sites + Endeca demo POC in early 2014}}. Basically, an asset listener is invoked 

upon save and that in turn injects an updated record into the CAS Record Store using the Record Store 

API. A batch re-indexer runs in the background perhaps every minute or so. Unlike the previous Patterns 

described elsewhere in this document, there is no need for a “renderer/aggregator” here as all we are 

attempting to achieve is guided search of individual (not aggregated) content within the WebCenter 

Sites contributor GUI. As such, all that is needed is a mapping between an asset’s flex attributes and 

Endeca dimensions for each definition. 
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 Diagram Legend: 

1. Asset Listener is invoked upon save 

2. Exporter injects updated record into CAS Record Store, referencing property files to map flex 

attributes to Endeca dimensions 

3. Batch re-indexer runs in background to update the MDEX 

WC Sites Editorial Interface: 
Given that there will likely already be Endeca MDEX(s) available with dimensioned content from WC 

Sites (assuming Pattern 2 was implemented), and given that Endeca excels at faceted search, and 

given that organizing content on a per-facet manner makes so much sense when Sites is managing 

large numbers of assets, we therefore propose that a custom navigator be implemented and added 

to the Sites Editorial Interface that renders a typical Endeca Guided Search on the left. 

 Custom Guided Search Tab (left) 
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 Search Results (right) 
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To facilitate this, a custom Endeca “page” needs to be created in using the Endeca Workbench and one 

or more cartridge(s) need to be developed that organize and present the EDITORIAL-appropriate facets 

and search results to the editor. Conceivably, one even could boost and bury the editorial guided search 

results based on any attribute/dimension including the current editor’s name (with the result being that 

YOUR content will always be at the top for any given facet). The editorial facets do not need to be the 

same as those presented to the visitor. The editor can always “see” what the visitor sees simply by using 

preview. Thus, for many clients there is no need to slavishly duplicate the same drill-down methodology 

as used for the visitor. Instead they can implement an optimized drill-down that best addresses the 

needs for contributors rather than consumers. 

Also needing development are two custom Sites elements: 

 The left element uses a JavaScript framework (e.g. AJAX) to render the faceted drilldown 
component of the Endeca JSON response.  

 The right element uses a JavaScript framework (e.g. AJAX) to render the search results based on 
the current drilldown state 

 Clicking links on the left element causes the left element to redraw followed by the right 
element to be refreshed with the new search results 

 Clicking links on the right element cause the selected asset to show in the middle section 
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PART 2: SIDE-BY-SIDE DEPLOYMENT 

Introduction 
Should a client decide to implement Patterns 1 and 2 mentioned above in a side-by-side manner, then 

one of the key issues that needs to be resolved will be how to maintain state information between the 

visitor pages. This is discussed later in this section. Additionally, we would recommend careful 

consideration be given to sharing session and state information via Coherence as this technology is 

highly scalable and offers the ability to share state in a scalable way for multiple applications across 

multiple domains. A typical, real-world example would be a client deploying WebCenter Portal, Oracle 

Commerce, and WebCenter Sites running side-by-side each in their own domain (or subdomain) and 

each application focusing on self-service, commerce, and marketing aspects respectively. 

In the high-level flow diagram that follows, note that the flow indicated by “CAS Record Store 1/MDEX 

1” refers to Pattern 1 and that the flow indicated by “CAS Record Store 2/MDEX 2” refers to Pattern 2. 

Or to reiterate: the two Patterns are not meant to be merged or otherwise integrated. Instead they are 

meant to be deployed in a parallel, side-by-side manner. 
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Please consult the legend shown in the diagram above to identify where Pattern 1 and Pattern 2 “fit” 

into a typical side-by-side deployment. 
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A reminder that in the above side-by-side solution, Sites-rendered pages would make use of the Endeca 

Assembler as a service in a remote fashion via REST services (i.e. Pattern 2). This pattern is analogous to 

the Commerce SpacesCX Mobile demo that shows iOS applets calling XM as a service. Specifically: the 

Assembler is accessed remotely returning a JSON payload which then needs to be parsed and rendered 

via a WCS template.  

By definition, a side-by-side solution makes use of several off-the-shelf Oracle products each of which 

provides some overlap in features. To avoid duplication of code and functionality across components, in 

such a side-by-side deployment, each component should have its own set of well-defined 

responsibilities. These are detailed below. 

Component Responsibility 

WebCenter Sites (WCS) Webpage layout of non-commerce webpages 

Content Management: 

 Un-structured Content such as articles, videos, images, care 
instructions, press releases, regulatory information, etc.  
(to be included in both Oracle Commerce webpages and 
WebCenter Sites webpages)* 

 Structured Content such as company landing pages, home 
pages, and ad-hoc pages composed of various related and non-
related assets (for WebCenter Sites webpages) 

 Aggregated Content Components 
(shared for all webpages) 

In-context editing of content on non-commerce webpages 

Non-personalized, segment-based, Recommendation Assets 

Visitor attributes and segment calculations for Sites pages only 

Oracle Commerce (OC) Webpage layout of commerce webpages 

Shopping, cart, cart validation, and check-out 

Product pricing and promotions 

Guided navigation 

Account and subscription management 

Category, product, and brand landing pages 

Visitor attributes and segment calculations for Commerce pages only 

Product Recommendations and promotions 

Data-oriented personalization. 

Analytics for Commerce pages only 

Coherence (CO) Shared state information, especially segment values calculated and 
appended to the shared information object by each application 

Shared Aggregated HTML (or JSON) objects 

Sharing Java Bundles across Applications (using Near Cache). ** 
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* Alternatively, if the need for editable content on the Commerce webpages is lightweight, non-

aggregated, and/or not needing to be shared with WCS-served marketing pages, then one can use the 

OOTB Commerce 11.1 article and image assets and forgo this part of the side-by-side integration. 

** It is not uncommon for clients to require their Java Bundles to be managed and populated by a CMS 

so that editors can manage global changes to strings, translations, and text, using a standard 

contribution GUI and workflow, to be used by various templates across different applications. 

Sharing Commerce Data to WebCenter Sites 
In a side-by-side deployment, some of the content that originates with and falls under the responsibility 

of Oracle Commerce is also needed on WebCenter Sites. It is used within WebCenter Sites by 

contributors (editors), so that they can easily “tag” their content appropriately such that when that 

content is pushed back into Oracle Commerce, Endeca can match up the content with appropriate 

Segments, Product Categories, or even individual Products or SKU’s. 

Sample use case:  

A WebCenter Sites editor just added a bunch of videos that are used on both social sites as well as the 

marketing webpages. It is determined that links to these assets on a commerce webpage would be 

useful to help position and sell the product. The WebCenter Sites editor approves these videos to 

publish to the Record Store, which moves the video assets metadata to the Commerce Staging 

environment. The MDEX is updated. In preview, appropriate cartridges render the links on appropriate 

webpages based on the dimensions of the video metadata being ingested. In order to accomplish this, 

the segment (or product, SKU, category, brand, etc.) must be easily found within the WC Sites GUI such 

that the WC Sites Editor can make the association without manually typing in the product id (which 

would be both tedious as well as error prone).  

Segments and Other Commerce “tags” 

As commerce merchandisers create new segments, those segment names should be leveraged to create 

corresponding segment assets in WC Sites. In this way, WC Sites contributors will be able to both create 

WC Sites Recommendations using said Segments. It also allows contributors to “tag” any asset that will 

end up in the MDEX with the proper segment dimension. It is recommended to create/update such 

assets remotely from ATG via the WC Sites REST API. The typical flow would be as follows: 

1. A Commerce merchandiser creates a new segment 
2. Upon save, a process is initiated that creates a corresponding asset in WC Sites via its REST API 

(this would need to be custom code as this feature is not currently productized) 
3. As WC Sites contributors create new assets going forward, the new segment name is made 

available via an attribute editor that renders a list of available segments to choose from 
4. When WC Sites assets are imported into the MDEX, they will be indexed with these segment 

names as dimensions 
5. When the Assembler renders a list of said assets, the cartridge handler can leverage the 

segment dimension for sorting/filtering/boosting/burying purposes as needed 

Note 1: it is perfectly legal for Sites to have segments that are specific to its own webpages and thus 
can be ignored by Commerce (or leveraged by Commerce if desired) 

Note 2: it is perfectly legal for Commerce to have segments that are specific to its own webpages and 
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thus can be ignored by WCS  (or leveraged by WCS if desired) 

On the WC Sites GUI we expect that most clients will implement a custom attribute editor that uses a 

query asset to fetch a list of current segment asset names. As an editor is creating/updating their web-

referenceable assets, they can thus easily select the (either multiple or single) segment attribute value. 

When that asset is ultimately imported into the MDEX, the segment name will become a dimension 

which can then be used by the search engine to sort, filter, or boost & bury as needed. 

The above flow also applies to anything that a WC Sites editor might need in order to properly “tag” the 

content being created so that it can be indexed properly. That includes (but is not limited to): 

 Product Categories 

 Product or SKUs 

 Brands 

Sharing WebCenter Sites Content to Commerce 
WebCenter Sites can provide different types of content, not just your typical articles, videos, news, etc. 

By including the notion of a renderer, much of the marketing-critical content can be authored and 

managed on WebCenter Sites but made available to other web applications as needed. Two types of 

such content are described below. 

Global, non-Product-related, non-searched content  

I.e. those non-product, WebCenter Sites managed assets that are generally useful to be re-purposed by 

other applications to address the “edit once, repurpose many times” business requirement. 

Examples include  

 Global branding components (logos, CSS, etc.) 

 Non aggregated text strings such as copyright notices, service marks, trademarks, etc. 

 Shared Template images, such as buttons, borders, etc. 

Note: for clients leveraging Coherence, such content could be handled in the same way as Aggregated 

Content Components described below, instead of publishing to the MDEX 

Global, Reusable, Aggregated Content Components 

Examples include (but are not limited to): 

 Global Header(s) – either as HTML or JSON 

 Global Footer(s) – either as HTML or JSON 

 Other global aggregated content on a per site, per brand, per locale basis – either as HTML or 
JSON 

These items can be made available as individual URLs callable RESTfully by any application via Satellite 

Server (these URLs can also be protected out of the box).  

Another solution would be to make them available on Coherence as distributed, cached objects. A list of 

such Satellite-served pagelets destined for Coherence can be made available and crawled at each 
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publish. i.e. If the pagelet is cached, then nothing happens. If the pagelet is not cached, then it gets 

evaluated, cached, and put on Coherence.  

One injects an object into Coherence by executing a "put" operation (i.e. Put (key, value)), something 

similar to the following simplified pseudocode:  

 

import com.tangosol.net.CacheFactory; 

import com.tangosol.net.NamedCache; 

//Template = InjectHeaderIntoCoherence (pseudocode) 

String pagename = "GlobalHeader"; 

FTValList inList = new FTValList(); 

ics.ClearErrno(); 

String theHeader = ics.ReadPage ( pagename, inList ); 

if (theHeader == null )  { 

  int errno = ics.GetErrno(); 

  // handle error 

} else { 

  // Inject into Coherence (the following is pseudocode) 

 CacheFactory.ensureCluster(); 

 NamedCache cache = CacheFactory.getCache("xxx"); 

 cache.put(GlobalHeader,theHeader) 

 CacheFactory.shutdown(); 

} 

 

Rendering the shared Global Header on Coherence via an Oracle Commerce Cartridge 

Implement a custom cartridge handler that will fetch such shared Global HMTL (and/or JSON) objects 

from Coherence. Done this way, such headers could very well be further “personalized” on Oracle 

Commerce webpages (or for that matter, on any other application’s webpages) by rendering the 

aggregate header as a JSON object, then implementing a custom Cartridge Renderer that could “mash 

up” the personalized bits with the static bits. 

From the Endeca Getting Started Document: 

The Endeca Assembler not only consolidates queries to the MDEX Engine for information stored as 

Endeca records, but can also make requests to third-party services such as a content management 

system, inventory tracking system, or other Web-based services [via custom cartridge handlers]. The 

results are merged into a model object that the Endeca Assembler returns to the rendering layer or 

emits in aggregate as JSON or XML. 
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Pro-active rendering 

One will need to create a custom Publish Event Listener to call the above logic whenever the 

GlobalHeader is updated. Note that creating Publishing Event Listeners is not just configuration, but 

requires coding and testing. 

Other notes 

Finally, one will likely conclude that it is better to create a richer object on Coherence than just a single 

name/value pair. We imagine that the shared objects will consist of the HTML/JSON “value(s)” as well as 

some additional client-specific metadata – for example, it may prove to be useful to have rich metadata 

so that the calling application(s) could have some knowledge as to when the object was last updated, or 

security rules, etc.  

To avoid any “chattiness” it probably will be more “RESTful” if all shared aggregated content for any 

webpage were fetched from a single object: a trivial example: the shared object could include BOTH the 

Global Header and the Global Footer for a given locale when they are commonly used together. As 

should be obvious, this could expand to additional page decoration, not just header and footer.  

It is beyond the scope of this document to suggest what the best practices should be when designing 

such client-specific objects and how they will be used by Oracle Commerce and other applications. 

Suffice it to say that a thorough discovery for each client needs to be undertaken and the design made 

appropriate for each. At the very least, the object must contain the HTML (or JSON) value or values. 

Variables Scoping, Naming Convention when using Coherence 
In a side-by-side deployment, a consistent naming convention is needed so that objects can be shared 

on Coherence or pushed to the request and session scope. This convention is required so that objects 

can be found by the rendering templates or registered appropriately across all applications in a 

consistent way.  

For example, should the Global Header + Global Footer be combined as a single object and “put” on 

Coherence, there needs to be a naming agreement as to the object name such that other applications 

can “get” the object unambiguously. 

Similarly, if the Global Header and Global Footer object were made available as a JSON response from 

Satellite Server over http/https, then that URL value or pattern needs to be agreed upon by all parties. 

Barring that (or in the case where the name of the object needs to be looked up) then a lookup 

mechanism needs to be implemented. Such “object lookup tables” could be placed on Coherence to 

assist applications in identifying the right object they need. 

Subdomains and URL management 
In a side-by-side deployment the majority of clients will choose to deploy each application with its own 

unique subdomain (or virtual webroot, which for all practical matters would be handled in the same 

manner). Example: requests for http://www.* would be forwarded by the loadbalancer/router to the 

WebCenter Sites delivery environment and similarly, requests for https://store.* would be forwarded by 

the loadbalancer /router to the Oracle Commerce delivery environment. The choice of solution must not 
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preclude the implementation of the highly-valued multi-site features of both products. Further, some 

consideration to the SEO quality of the URLs must be taken into account, as to how to cleanly separate 

requests between the multiple side-by-side applications. With such a clean separation in place, there 

should be no need to worry about URL conflict between the two applications. Additionally, each 

application can use its own OOTB URL management mechanism without concern for integrating with the 

other application.  

That being said, WebCenter Sites content that is rendered in Oracle Commerce webpages will need the 

WebCenter Sites URL published as data to the MDEX (or product repository depending on the type of 

content). As a minor example, imagine there is supposed to be a list of links to related videos for each 

product webpage (if there are any, of course). Metadata for the WebCenter Sites video assets would be 

“pushed” into the MDEX/Repository with the following data/dimensions: 

 Video Title 

 Description 

 Product Category(s) and/or Product SKU(s) and/or Product Brand (or any other dimensions so 
that the system can “find” the proper content) 

 Link to the video 

 Thumbnail for the video 

 Mimetype of the video 

For example, a cartridge might “fetch” related videos from the MDEX based on category or brand or 

whatever and render the data stored in the MDEX to the Commerce webpage like any other content 

with the proviso that ideally the URL of the video content should not “calculated” by the cartridge 

rendering logic, but rather should be just a data field returned and managed by the originator of the 

content. This is in keeping with separating business logic from presentation logic. In this case, the 

marketing people in charge of creating and managing videos are using WebCenter Sites and thus it 

makes much more sense to empower the creators with the ability to manage the SEO characteristics of 

the asset. Thus we strongly recommend that Sites assets manage their own URLs. 

The same pattern holds for all other such Sites-managed “linked” assets. For example, articles, company 

landing pages, white papers, FAQ’s, news, events, recipes, care instructions, etc. 

Responsibilities for Product browse, cart and checkout functions 
We assume that in a side-by-side deployment, all product-related and transactional webpages would be 

handled entirely by Oracle Commerce. It is beyond the scope of this document to redundantly describe 

traditional Oracle Commerce functionality, which can be found elsewhere in the Oracle documentation 

libraries. 

Shared State Information 
One of the key deliverables for any side-by-side deployment is the ability of a visitor to share state 

information between the multiple applications. Herein, we discuss two options: Coherence state and 

session information sharing versus Cookie-based state and session sharing as described below. 
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For any side-by-side solution, there are several use cases that need to be addressed with regard to 

sharing state and session information between the two applications: 

1. Unauthenticated /Unregistered Visitor visits Sites page first   
2. Unauthenticated /Unregistered Visitor visits Commerce page first 
3. Unauthenticated/Registered Visitor visits Sites page first 
4. Unauthenticated/Registered Visitor visits Commerce page first  
5. Unauthenticated /Registered Visitor logs in to Commerce page and is Authenticated 
6. Authenticated/Registered Visitor visits Sites page after authentication 

Unauthenticated /Unregistered Visitor visits Sites page first  

For side-by-side deployment with Oracle Commerce, for this paper we assume that all authentication 

will be via a typical visitor-facing Commerce login page (or AJAX widget or JavaScript popup), a Sites 

developer must always “check” to see if a visitor is authenticated or not. If not, then the developer must 

also determine if the visitor is either “known” or if they are they truly “anonymous”. The “known” part is 

typically handled quite easily with a cookie, the simplest being a cookie that stores the visitor’s 

segment* (assuming your website uses segments). The presence of such a cookie would be clear 

indication that while the current visitor may not be authenticated, at least they are “known” by right of 

possessing the cookie value. For truly anonymous visitors (those who have neither logged in nor have a 

segment cookie), there are several options. The most typical is to simply set a segment of “anonymous” 

and be done with it (presumably, the editors know what to do with “anonymous” visitors). But there are 

various other strategies such as checking if they came from a Google search, or IP location lookup, or 

fingerprinting technology, or whatever (the discussion of which is so broad and so non-product oriented 

that we leave it to the developer to determine a proper solution for each client). 

* We use the concept of segment here simply to illustrate what both WebCenter Sites and Oracle 

Commerce both use to typically identify visitors. It is left up to the developer as to what would be an 

appropriate semaphore to indicate how an unauthenticated visitor could be “known” without forcing 

authentication 

In addition to the above, all the “normal” approaches for dealing with anonymous visitors still apply and 

as such shall not be detailed in this document, with one twist: since we assume that segments are by 

nature multi-valued, and since both Sites pages and Commerce pages can append any calculated 

segments on-the-fly, we can use the below documented cookie sharing mechanism between Sites and 

Commerce to allow both development teams to share a common segment cookie and append segments 

to it as needed. A caveat: any appended segment value should have the following properties: 

 Segments in the list should always be sorted alphabetically 

 The “anonymous” segment should be removed from any multiple-valued segment list 

 Segment namespace must be agreed to by both applications. In particular, it will be useful for a 
developer to be able to quickly determine if a shared segment value is WCS-specific, Commerce-
specific, or shared between the two applications without having to do a lookup at each visit. 
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A rough flow of possible segment evaluation for WCS pages (done via a Groovy wrapper element) might 

look like the following: 

 

It is important to understand that we are merely sharing the segment values (names) between the 

applications. Neither application controls the other application’s webpages or visitor behaviors, which is 

to emphasize again that this is a true side-by-side solution, not a deeply “integrated” solution. As such, it 

is perfectly legal for Commerce to have segments that are specific to Commerce pages and the Sites 

developer can either ignore these values or use them as visitor attributes to force a recalculation of 

segments on the Sites pages. Likewise, it is perfectly legal for Sites to have segments that are specific to 

Sites pages and the Commerce developer can either ignore these values or use them as visitor attribute 

to force a recalculation of segments on the Commerce pages. It should be noted that this same pattern 

would exist if Portal were thrown into the mix; a developer could ignore WebCenter Portal groups or 

optionally leverage them to recalculate a visitor’s segments as needed (or not). 

Because of the above, it is recommended to have a namespace agreement between the applications. 

We suggest the following naming convention: 

 Shared_segment (segments that are shared between the applications) 

 WCS_segment (segments that are unique to WCS-only webpages) 

 Commerce_segment (segments that are unique to Commerce-only webpages) 

For a WCS developer, if a (new) visitor has a non-null Shared_segment session variable, then the 

developer can either use that value “as is” or recalculate as necessary, perhaps inspecting the 

Commerce_segment values (or shared visitor profile attributes for that matter) to determine if the 

current visitor’s segments should be recalculated or not. The exact same pattern holds for Commerce 
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pages: they can ignore WCS-specific segments or optionally inspect them and recalculate the visitor’s 

segments as needed, treating the WCS_segments values merely as visitor attributes. 

The above discussion is independent of specifically HOW one will implement state and session 

information sharing – the pattern will apply regardless of whether one selects cookie-based or 

Coherence-based session sharing, the details of which are left up to the developer. 

Coherence State Information sharing 
Coherence has had great success in the banking and investment industries where applications need 

99.99% uptime. Having Coherence maintain the state allows for scheduled maintenance because it can 

facilitate warm reboots by maintaining state during maintenance to either WebCenter Sites or 

Commerce. Suffice it to say, it is far more of an enterprise solution than a mere lightweight JavaScript 

solution.  

More details can be found here: 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E40329_01/admin.1112/e27239/session_R2.htm#BGBICHJD  

However, we are not necessarily proposing to share session here, but rather we are proposing to share 

state information via a shared POJO on the Coherence grid, the name of which needs to be agreed to.  

One primary use case is to share a visitor’s calculated segment/groups to which he or she belongs and 

have all side-by-side applications gain access to that information. In this way, WebCenter Portal, 

WebCenter Sites, and Oracle Commerce (and other side-by-side applications) can have a common 

repository whose shared data would prove useful as a visitor jumps back and forth between self-service, 

marketing, and commerce webpages. 

Cookie-based Session Information Sharing 
WebCenter Sites engineering has provided a reasonably documented cookie-based solution which they 

use in the WebCenter Portal and WebCenter Sites integration paper**. A similarly patterned approach 

“could” be used to integrate WebCenter Sites and Oracle Commerce, a summary of which follows. 

WebCenter Portal applications (as well as Oracle Commerce applications) need session to be 

maintained. For the Portal + Sites integration, WebCenter Sites engineering introduced lightweight 

JavaScript files to ensure that adf.ctrl-state is maintained. The following samples show how you could 

leverage those JavaScript files. Caveat: JavasScript must be enabled. 

Add the following to your WebCenter Sites Templates: 
<script src='./js/jquery.js'></script> 

<script src='./js/jquery.cookie.js'></script>  

<script src='./js/adf-ctrl-stateWebCenter Sites.js'></script> 

How it works: 

The adf-ctrl-stateWebCenter Sites.js subscribes to an HREF onClick event and inspects it. If it contains 

“webcenter” in the URL, it looks for a cookie that contains the state parameter and appends it to the 

URL. 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E40329_01/admin.1112/e27239/session_R2.htm#BGBICHJD
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Add the following to your Portal Header or Template: 
<script src='./js/jquery.js'></script> 

<script src='./js/jquery.cookie.js'></script>  

<script src='./js/adf-ctrl-statewcp.js'></script> 

How it works: 

The adf-ctrl-statewcp.js file looks for the argument in the URL once the webpage is done loading and 

persists in a cookie. 

** for more information about using a lightweight JavaScript + cookie based solution to integrate 

WebCenter Sites and WebCenter Portal, please refer to the “Managing the Customer Experience with 

WebCenter Sites and WebCenter Portal” positioning paper published on Oracle Technology Network 

(http://www.oracle.com/technetwork). 

SSO 
On the visitor webpages (as opposed to the management interface, see below), this side-by-side model 

assumes that SSO/authentication will be handled by a Commerce-served webpage (as in most cases, 

authentication would have a direct relationship to financial transactions in a Commerce solution). 

Certain visitor profile attributes can (and in most cases should) be part of the shared state information. 

Consequently, other than sharing/maintaining segment and visitor profile session between the 

applications WCS developers are free to handle segment calculation any way necessary to support WCS 

webpages without any restrictions. The one caveat being that a session variable namespace agreement 

between the applications needs to be implemented and enforced (discussed previously in this 

document). To reiterate: we assume that if a visitor is required to authenticate then it would be done via 

Commerce and not WCS. But that does not prevent WCS from calculating segments for use on its own 

pages and then sharing those values with other applications. 

It is important to grasp that there is no formal integration of segment calculation being proposed here. 

We are merely proposing that segment calculated VALUES be shared and maintained between the 

applications. It is up to each team to determine what (if anything) to do with such shared values. 

Finally, it is also important to recognize that most enterprise clients are going to demand SSO across all 

web applications, be they WebCenter Portal, Oracle Commerce, Siebel, WebCenter Sites, etc. While the 

discussion of an enterprise SSO solution is beyond the scope of this document, the advice is to not 

“paint yourself into a corner” by creating a Commerce-only authentication solution when architecting 

for an extensible side-by-side, enterprise-ready solution. 

On the management interface, both products integrate with OAM**. OAM is generally used for 

authentication and account management for business users only. 

See:  

 http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29542_01/doc.1111/e29751/oam_sites_int.htm 

 http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E41069_01/Platform.11-
0/ATGInstallGuide/html/s1602oamauthenticationoverview01.html  

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29542_01/doc.1111/e29751/oam_sites_int.htm
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E41069_01/Platform.11-0/ATGInstallGuide/html/s1602oamauthenticationoverview01.html
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E41069_01/Platform.11-0/ATGInstallGuide/html/s1602oamauthenticationoverview01.html
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* We assume that developers will implement some lightweight cookie checking/setting code in the WCS 

Templates for anonymous visitors. For authenticated visitors, segments would have already been 

calculated and put into Coherence such that WCS Template developers can check to see if the current 

visitor already has a WCS session var. If not, they can check Coherence for the visitor’s segment state in 

order to set a WCS session variable to use for ultimately passing as a cache argument to the rendering 

pagelets. In particular the primary use case is to temporarily set a segment for anonymous visitors – and 

this value will either come from a cookie from a previous session or from the visitor’s calculated 

segments (e.g. having already touched a “commerce” webpage). Since this type of lightweight coding is 

done all the time for both products, we leave it to developers to deal with how best to solve the 

anonymous user requirement. 

Redirection 
The primary redirection that might be needed is when a visitor is on a WebCenter Sites-served webpage 

and wants to login using an Oracle Commerce-served login popup (or webpage). The typical solution is 

to post the “from webpage” value to the login popup/webpage; upon successful authentication, a 

redirection to the previous webpage that the visitor was on is executed.  

See also: “Shared Session” mentioned above. 

Since all transactional webpages are rendered in Oracle Commerce, there is generally no requirement to 

redirect from an Oracle Commerce webpage to a WebCenter Sites webpage. A more likely scenario is 

that after completing the sale, the visitor would be redirected to another selling opportunity page. But if 

that is too crass, then one can just as easily be redirected to a “Thank you for shopping with us” 

webpage whose content can always be published from Sites but the actual page is served by Commerce. 

SEO 
In a side-by-side deployment, all non-commerce webpages are managed by WebCenter Sites (and 

likewise, all commerce webpages are managed by Oracle Commerce) both applications’ respective 

methods of managing SEO are maintained without change. In other words, both applications reward 

clients who use the built-in features to address SEO requirements. Thus we are proposing no changes or 

any integrations here.  

However, an issue might be how to synchronize SEO metadata on a webpage-by-webpage basis (i.e. 

across both applications). For this, we would recommend that a custom report be written. The data is 

obtained by crawling the two visitor sites and storing the SEO metadata in a common data structure. 

Another possibility is that both applications write to a common table, for each webpage and SEO 

metadata that is maintained by that application. Note that since clients sometimes change the rendered 

metadata on a per segment basis, one might also need to address the segment-based variants for each 

webpage and the change in SEO metadata.  

Needless to say, the details of creating such reports will be highly client-centric. But it should be 

expected that such a webpage-centric SEO report will ultimately be universally requested. 
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Publishing/Migration/Synchronizing 
In a side-by-side deployment, Publishing is envisioned to be mostly standard across both systems. 

Deployment/migration of data in the MDEX and ATG repositories are typical of any normal Commerce 

solution (other than the fact that the origin of some non-commerce content may come from WCS). Since 

content is not technically “shared”, the publishing of Content for Sites pages can also be typical and 

there is no need for synchronizing the data. Specifically, the publishing between the two systems in 

most cases can be asynchronous. Note that the very nature of publishing content from WC Sites 

management to WCS delivery will automatically cause the delivery MDEX to be re-indexed. Additionally, 

updates to image libraries on a Content Distribution Network [CDN] as well as updates to the Object 

Cache will be handled via Publish Event Listeners on delivery. 

Diagram: Showing Asynchronous Publishing 

 

Synchronization 

It should be obvious that the minute you share data between two different systems you may be 

introducing the need to synchronize the publishing. Given the different publishing methodologies 

involved (and the extreme complexities of integrating thereof), our primary recommendation is to do 

everything possible to keep the systems from needing to be synchronized. The “simplest” solution is to 

not share data at all.  

If that is not possible, then the next thing to consider is whether it critical that the shared content be 

absolutely in sync. If not, then one can continue to use asynchronous publishing, A good example might 
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be for images. It may be acceptable for product images on the WC Sites pages to appear slightly sooner 

than on the Commerce pages – much depends on the specific client requirements involved. 

Absolutely flawless, perfectly-timed, synchronization of shared content across multiple applications is a 

topic that would involve an entire paper dedicated to just that one subject. Given our assumptions of 

siloed applications for this side-by-side model, we will table further discussion in this white paper. But 

we recognize that some clients may have this requirement for some or all of their content. Much would 

depend on the specific nature of the types of content being synchronized and as well as the nature of 

the frequency of changes and general granularity of the content changes involved. 

Appendix 

Connecting WebCenter Sites to Endeca 

There are two mechanisms by which WebCenter Sites can send asset information to the Endeca 

indexing pipeline. The choice between these two mechanisms depends upon the Endeca and 

WebCenter Sites installations and the environment. For the previous discussion in this white paper, we 

assumed using the CAS Record Store API, but seasoned Endeca developers may have business reasons to 

implement something different. 

Using “control” Scripts  

The WebCenter Sites/Endeca Integration can use a variant of the standard “load_partial_test_data” 

script and the “partial_update” script to feed asset information to Endeca.  This requires that the Sites 

application has file system access to these scripts.  To use this integration mechanism, copy the sample 

scripts from the <INTEGRATION>/samples/application/control directory to the corresponding Endeca 

deployed application control directory.  Also ensure that the configuration entries 

“endeca.load_partial_script.command_line” and “endeca.post_load.scripts” in the  

endeca-integration.ini specify these scripts. 

Using the RecordStore API 

The WebCenter Sites/Endeca Integration can use the Endeca CAS Record Store API directly to load asset 

information into an Endeca record store. This uses an HTTP/SOAP connection to send asset information 

to an Endeca record store for pipeline processing.  To use this mechanism, ensure that the configuration 

entries “endeca.cas.host”, “endeca.cas.port”, and “endeca.cas.use_ssl” in the endeca-integration.ini are 

set appropriately. 


